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Events for your Calendar 

 
Thursday 18th September 

 

SCF Spring Field Day 

 
Thursday 2nd October 

 

CBH Grower Meeting - Green Range 
Country Club at 10.00am 

 
Friday 10th October 

 

SCF Management Committee  
Meeting and Sponsors Dinner 

 
Mid October 

 

Western Area Pre-Harvest Field Walk 
(Date to be confirmed) 

 
Thursday 16th October 

 

CBH Grower Meeting - Gillamii Centre, 
Cranbrook at 9.30am 

 

Jottings from the Chair  

Hi Everyone 

 

Well the season seems to be moving along 
very quickly with swathing and harvest not 
that far away. With the Dowerin and Newdegate field days done and dusted 

it is a busy month for field days and now it is our turn. 

The Stirlings to Coast Field Day on the 18 September will hopefully see 

some local and interesting trial work. 

Scout Aerial are bringing down a drone for the field day. They will be flying 
over a few paddocks the day before the field day and then doing a fly over 

on the day of the field day then presenting the information. 

The pasture trial, which will continue for three years, will show some new 
varieties and mixtures for our acid soils to hopefully encourage members to 
increase sheep and cattle numbers and reduce the costs of cropping with 
natural nitrogen in the system. Varietal trials are always interesting. Seeing 
new wheat, barley and canola glyphosate sustainability is something we are 

well aware of and need in the system. 

Peter Diprose from Gnowellen has a precision seeder to look at which  
delivers seeds per hectare not kg/ha and precision placement of seed. This 

machine has shown great results on non wetting soils this year. 

The field day will finish at the Green Range Country Club where dinner and 
a few drinks will be provided. Hopefully you will all be able to stay and have 

a catch up with industry members and friends. 

I would also like to thank Heather Adams and John Blake for all of their  

organization for the spring field day. 

Hope to see you there. 

 

 John Hood 
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Research and Development Report to Stirlings 

to Coast Farmers 
 

John Blake       SCF R&D Coordinator  
Mobile: 0438 761950 

 

 

The last 3 months has been a busy time for the group, with the main focus being 
on trials and field walks.  

The Pasture Trials are progressing well after some initial challenges with patchy establishment due to 
non-wetting.  Jeff and Kate Stoney are hosting the GRDC funded site, and John and Ashton Hood are 
hosting the MLA funded site.   

There are also Grain and Graze trials with Iain Mackie and Steve Beech in the Western Area. 

Dry matter production measurements and tissue sampling have been done, and each of the sites has 
been grazed, apart from some resown and later plots at Hood’s.  The figures so far will be available at 
the Spring Field Day 
 
 

Thank You To Our  Agency Partners 

Photo: MLA pastures project (John and Ashton Hood’s) Grazing of second replication (except for 
second time of sowing of Serradella (RHS plot) 

With John and Ashton Hood’s  MLA Project, which is over 3 years, there is also a “twin sowing” trial.   
This involves the application of Serradella pod for Avilla, Margurita and Santorini on a 2014 Barley 
site, for comparison with a planned 2015 summer sowing of pod and then an Autumn 2015 sowing 
of seed.  

The drones are coming! 
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Research and Development Report     continued… John Blake 

Field Walks were held in July with an afternoon in the eastern area 1st July, and a day in the western 
area 31st July.   Thank you to the members who were happy to be on the program and present on the 
day, and thank you to Iain Mackie for his coordination of the western area field walk. Andrew Slade’s 
presentation on the economics of blue gum conversions back to crop/pasture has been included in this 
newsletter. 

 

The group has several trials looking at soil acidity including a SCNRM funded trial at Greg Mengler’s 
property looking at options to address sub-soil acidity, and a collaborative project with Precision Soils 
Tech and 10 growers.  

 

Stirlings to Coast Farmers will also fund work on independently testing lime from different sources.   

 

The GRDC Western Panel were in the area on the 9/10 September.  Several grower members dined 
with panel members in the evening, and the panel visited sites looking at non-wetting,  legumes in crop 
rotations, sub-soil acidity and soil compaction.  This was an excellent opportunity for growers to give 
feedback on future funding models and priorities. 

Check This Out! 
Ken Drummond has just returned from a CBH tour of the Middle East. 
See the blog at www.blogger.com 
cbhgrain@gmail.com     password is cbhgrain11 

SCF Herbicide Resistance Testing 2014 

SCF will again be coordinating herbicide resistance sampling and testing for 2014 on a similar basis to the last three  
seasons. Growers pay full costs and the job will get done in a timely and efficient manner.  We are very fortunate that Steve 
and Geraldine Janicke will be available to do the sampling again this season.   
 

 Samplers will be paid to collect and submit the samples, and do the paperwork 

 The samples will then be sent to Charles Sturt University for testing 

 There will be a fixed set of tests performed  

 Additional herbicides can be nominated by the grower for an additional $30 
each 

 Results will be collated and shared anonymously 
 

Current indications of costs are Ryegrass $450 and Radish $410 per sample (incl GST). 
 

Ryegrass herbicides will be 2 rates of Glyphosate, Trifluralin, Atrazine, Clethodim, Factor, 
Boxer Gold and Paraquat. 
 

Radish herbicides will be screened for 2 rates of Glyphosate, 2 4-D, Diflufenican,          
Bromoxynil, Intervix and Atrazine.  
 

We will be asking growers to register their interest at the Spring Field Day, or else contact Heather by text or email. 

SCF Canola Disease Surveying 2014 

Canola disease surveys will also be carried out in the lead up to harvest, looking for black leg, sclerotinia and clubroot.     
The following varieties will be targeted and up to 80 samples will be taken –  

 Thumper, Hyola 555TT, Hyola 559TT, Stingray, Bonito, Gem, Crusher 

 Hyola 404, GT 50, 44y24, 43y23, IH 30 

 46y85, Hyola 575, Hyola 577 

http://www.blogger.com
mailto:cbhgrain@gmail.com
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Stirlings to Coast Farmers  -  Soil Water and Crop Monitor Sites  

  Jeremy Lemon (DAFWA)  

 

Current yield estimates for the South Stirling canola and E Tenterden wheat sites remain reasonable to good. 

Based on a modified French and Schultz approach, South Stirling expected canola yield is 2.1 +/-0.3 t/ha and 
E Tenterden expected wheat yield is 4.9 +/-0.4 t/ha 

South Stirling has had lower seasonal rainfall of about 250 mm since April characterised by extended periods 

of low rainfall causing drought stress on water repellent and low Plant Available Water Capacity (PAWC) 

soils. This translates into low soil water at S Stirling. Figure 1 shows about 10 mm soil water between 25 and 

125 cm depth on 3 September, about the same amount as 12 October last season. This canola crop has 

shown little water stress to date on this favourable soil, individual depth traces show water extraction by 

roots reaching layers sequentially, 55 cm on 24 Jul, 75 cm on 5 August, 85 cm on 10 August, 105 cm on 23 

August and no water extraction at 125 cm by 3 September. This site is 40 cm gravelly sand duplex over  

structured clay subsoil allowing good root growth to depth. Other sites in the eastern area, deeper water 

repellent sands are showing evidence of 

water stress from the dry August due to 

severely compacted layers of sand between 

20 and 50 cm depth restricting crop root 

access to deeper water. 

Figure 1: Total soil water by date for 

the S Stirling SCF Landmark soil  

water probe, 12 months to date. 

Rainfall and soil water at E Tenterden are higher. When last the probe was working in late August, about 70 

mm of soil water was in the probe layers, near Drained Upper Limit (DUL). This probe has technical problems 

so results are not as clear as S Stirling. Note the change of output to plant available water for this site rather 

than total soil water. The probe showed about 22 mm of residual PAW after last season’s canola crop      

compared to none after the 2012 wheat crop. This could be attributable a different crop root structure,    

canola being swathed prior to full crop maturity and possibly the wet spring. 

 

 
These probes can be viewed live at this link, http://61.9.245.98:8888/users/stirlings/  

Figure 2: Plant Available 

Water by date for the  

E Tenterden SCF  

Landmark soil water 

probe, two years to date. 

Soil water above 75 mm 

(the purple area) is above 

Drained Upper Limit and 

near waterlogged. 

http://61.9.245.98:8888/users/stirlings/
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Stirlings to Coast Farmers  -  Soil Water and Crop Monitor Sites  

...continued      Jeremy Lemon (DAFWA) 

 

Weed Seed Control Around Harvest  
John Blake 

Dr Michael Walsh is AHRI’s man for all things harvest weed seed control. He says that all harvest weed seed 

control tools target the weed seed bearing chaff fraction and can all potentially control about 95% of weed seeds 
that enter the front of the harvester. Following on from our focus at last year’s field walk: the article summarizing 
the R&D on the effectiveness of these systems showed all result in about the same level of weed control. So how 

do growers decide which is right for them? Mike has produced a good summary chart: 

Cranbrook cumulative growing season 

rainfall 2014. From the CliMate website. 

Kojaneerup cumulative growing season 

rainfall 2014. From the CliMate website. 

*HSD - Harrington Seed 

Destructor 
* 
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Introducing your new Business Relationship Manager 

John Shephard 

I am pleased to inform you that I am now covering CBH Operations Areas 9 and 10 as part of my role as your CBH Group 

Business Relationship Manager. I am based in the Katanning office and have been with CBH for over 12 months. Please feel 

free to call me with any questions or drop into the office and say hello. 

 

A bit about myself - I grew up in Nyabing before moving to Perth and I have been in Katanning for the past 35 years. My ca-

reer has been solely involved in various aspects of agriculture which has provided me with a solid background for my current 

position. I will be calling into all areas of my zone as I like to know the people that I deal with so I hope to catch up with you in 

the near future. 

 

I am looking forward to assisting you and other growers in the Albany zone with your marketing needs this  

season. If you would like more information on the range of marketing options CBH Group can offer, or the  

services provided by CBH, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

My contact details are: 
 

Office Address:  Lisle St, Katanning WA 6317 

Phone:       (08) 9890 2314 

Mobile:    0438 982 870 

E-mail:    john.shephard@cbh.com.au 
 

Alternatively you can always call the Grower Service Centre on  

1800 199 083. 

 

I look forward to meeting you all soon and best wishes for the season ahead. 

 

John (Shep) 

John Shephard            Ph: 9890 2314            Email: john.shephard@cbh.com.au 

Important Message 
Have you submitted your CBH 
2014/15 Grower Estimate form? 
 

If not, or if your program has 
changed, please 
submit now with  
varieties and  
preferred delivery 
sites. 
This helps CBH to 
get the right  
segregations in the 
right places.  

mailto:john.shephard@cbh.com.au
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Australian grain has a great reputation in export markets 
for being high quality.  Regular testing of grain through 
the National Residue Survey (NRS) indicates a 99.7% 
compliance of the maximum residue limits (MRLs) set by 
Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines          
Authority (APVMA).  While this is a very high compliance 
rate, if any shipment exceeds an MRL it can affect the 
long term marketability of Australian grain. 

Any detection above the importing country MRL can 
have significant consequences for our grain markets.  
This may include: 

 Costs awarded against the exporter or 
grower 

 Banning of chemicals 

 Rejection of the shipment or further        
shipments (market closure) 

 Increased testing regimes by importing  
countries  

 Demurrage costs which can exceed $50,000  

 Downgrading of product 
 
How do chemical residues occur? 
If a grain sample from the NRS is found to contain a  
residue above the prescribed Australian MRL, a         
trace-back investigation is undertaken to determine the 
cause. 

There are two main areas that most infringements can 
be attributed to; inappropriate chemical use and poor 
farm hygiene. 

For instance, the off label use of chemicals can result in 
that chemical exceeding the MRL. This includes using 
higher rates than stated in the label recommendations, 
late spray applications and breaches of the withholding 
period. 

Poor farm hygiene may be the result of not properly 
cleaning equipment after using chemicals or fertilizers.  

Farm hygiene and record keeping is important 
One of the important areas to ensure grain complies 
with MRLs is to pay particular attention to farm hygiene 
and record keeping. 

Storage sites and handling equipment should be cleaned 
down thoroughly after using chemicals or fertilizers. This 
includes silos, augers, trucks and field bins that may 
have been used to move or store fertilizer or treated 
grain (e.g.  pickled grain). One way to avoid                 
contamination is to consider having dedicated        
equipment for fertilizers and treated seed.  

The best way to clean most grain transport or storage 
equipment is by using compressed air followed by      

Farm Hygiene Critical to Reducing Chemical Residues 

water. Using a broom alone is unlikely to adequately 
remove dust and chemicals. Alternatively compressed 
air alone can do a good job.    

It is also important to ensure contractors who transport 
grain comply with the grain Carrier Code of Conduct 
(www.graintrade.org.au/node/670 ).   Ask them for a 
declaration of cleanliness which requires the carrier to 
retain records of cleaning and prior loads which helps to 
determine the risk of chemical contamination for the 
truck.  

Accurate record keeping is always important and is   
particularly useful if your grain is subject to a trace-back. 
You should keep accurate records of: 

 all chemical and fertilizer applications  

 chemical storage  

 cleaning activities (i.e. equipment, silos,   
harvest bins) 

 truck and trailer registrations of contractors 
delivering grain to market. 

 
These records should be used to complete vendor      
declarations.  

It is also important to know which market your grain is 
going to. Some importing countries may have lower 
MRL’s than Australia and a contract signed by a grower 
may state that the grower is not to exceed the MRL of 
the importing country. This could mean certain       
chemicals cannot be applied to the crop, especially for 
some countries that do not have an MRL established.  

Government and industry collaborate to undertake the 
National Residue Survey (NRS) which monitors           
Australian grain for pre and post harvest chemicals. This 
provides a tool for industry to demonstrate that        
Australian grain meets domestic and exports              
requirements, however just one load of non-compliant 
grain can have a significant impact on markets.       
Therefore protecting Australia’s grain markets and   
maintaining our reputation as a reliable supplier of high 
quality safe grain requires the whole grain supply chain 
to be diligent about the use of chemicals to ensure that 
market requirements are met.  

For more information on pesticide residues or the     
National Residue Survey please see: 

 The GRDC  Grain marketing and pesticide residues  
Factsheet of July 2014 (WJM0005)  http://
www.grdc.com.au/Resources/Factsheets/2014/07/
Grain-marketing-and-pesticide-residues 

 Or go to www.daff.gov.au/agriculture-food/nrs 

http://www.graintrade.org.au/node/670
http://www.grdc.com.au/Resources/Factsheets/2014/07/Grain-marketing-and-pesticide-residues
http://www.grdc.com.au/Resources/Factsheets/2014/07/Grain-marketing-and-pesticide-residues
http://www.grdc.com.au/Resources/Factsheets/2014/07/Grain-marketing-and-pesticide-residues
http://www.daff.gov.au/agriculture-food/nrs
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Glenridge Park 

Blue Gum Conversion by Andrew Slade 
 

In 2013 we converted 150ha to pasture and 20ha to crop with the stump grinding covered under the lease 
agreement and the remaining costs covered by us. All costs are at contract rate including freight etc. The goal 
was to return land to ¾ production in year one and full production second year. 

Stump Grinding 

Costing: Stump Grinding  $900/ha 

Scarifying, chaining, root raking and stick picking  $180/ha 

Super copper zinc @ 200kg/ha     $100/ha 

Super potash 5:1 @ 200kg/ha     $80/ha 

Pasture 20kg Italian rye 5kg Rosabrook    $65/ha 

Seeding         $40/ha 

Lime 2t/ha        $94/ha 

Total to return to pasture production    $1459/ha  

Conversion to crop is less as seeding costs aren’t additional 

Total to return to crop production     $1354/ha 

Issues  

 Trash was burnt which hardened the stumps and   
increased the cost of grinding. 

 Onsite chipping is a better alternative to logging for 
returning to crop as the heaps can be burnt and less 
trash is left on the stumps. 

 Non wetting still an issue this year particularly going 
into canola 

 Some trash still present so harvest height needs to be 
considered to avoid sticks 

 Dams full of weeds and need to be cleaned costing 
around $1500 each 

Key Soil results  

Low pH   4.4-4.6 compared to 5-5.2 in CaCl2 

Low phosphorus 16-30mg/kg compared to 40-80mg/kg 

Low potassium  30-80 compared to 80-120mg/kg 

Low Cu   0.3 compared to 0.6mg/k 

Low Zn   0.2 compared to 0.6mg/kg  

Production 

Back to full production in year one. Barley yield 4.7t/ha compared to 5.4t/ha in adjoining paddock. This year  
canola had non-wetting issues due to dry summer and high stock density over summer compounded by downy 
mildew and now areas of waterlogging. 

Pasture ran approx. 15dse comparable to existing pastures. Was slow initially but by spring was carrying 18dse. 
This year pasture is comparable to other pasture paddocks. 

Other treatments 

This year we have also used dozer and excavator to remove 80ha stumps @ $850/ha. All other costs were     
similar to stump grinding. These areas tended to be boggier and we had issues at seeding. 

First two rotations will be wheat followed by barley. Currently difficult to notice any difference in growth apart 
from the blue gum conversion showing more signs of nitrogen deficiency. 

Extra costs for larger stand-alone farms would be additional inputs of fencing, yards dams etc for livestock     
production estimated at $350/ha. 

The most economical conversion is on land suitable for crop production. 

Andrew Slade speaks at Western Area 
Field Walk standing in a paddock that 
has been converted from bluegums 
back to crop 
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An enthusiastic group of 9 women met in Mt Barker in mid August to attend the ‘Being a Better Boss – Part 2’ 
workshop. The day specifically covered the legal obligations for farmers in the area of industrial relations, and 
was well facilitated by Ron Jones who shared his wealth of knowledge in this area. 
Key points from the day included -  

 Know your business structure and whether your business comes under the state or national award.  

 Understand the conditions of the award.  

 If you pay employees at a flat rate for all hours do 
the calculations to ensure that you are paying 
enough taking into account penalty rates for      

overtime in the award.  

 Employment contracts are important.  

 The need to be very clear if you are employing an 

Independent Contractor vs Employee 

 There are specific checks that need to be made if 

you are employing people from overseas.  

 Keep good records. 

 The processes for termination 

This was another excellent workshop from Partners in Grain and 
followed on from the ‘Being a Better Boss – Part 1’ workshop that 
Stirlings to Coast Farmers hosted earlier in the year. 

Learning lots at the “Being A Better Boss 2” 
workshop in Mt Barker in August 

Are you a woman in a farm or small business 

 Are you out in the paddock, in the office, in the kitchen, a homemaker or involved 
 in a small business or community groups and keen to share or broaden your 

 knowledge with other local women? 

  Come and join us on  

  Thursday 18th September 2014 

  at the 

  Gillamii Centre Cranbrook 

  9am to 2pm 

  Morning tea and lunch included 

 RSVP by Sept 12 to Jenny Adams on 9826 1234  jenny.adams@agric.wa.gov.au 

Day care available. Contact Mare Bears  

on  0407 982 612. 

 

 

Being A Better Boss 2 Workshop – Legal Obligations (IR) 
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Thank you also to our 

Tier 2 Sponsors 

The Management Committee  

The following are members of the Stirlings to Coast Farmers  

Management Committee.  This group meet regularly and guide the 

events and research priorities for the group.  They appreciate input 

from the wider membership and can be contacted on the numbers 

listed below : 

 John Hood 98477034 or 0427 960950 (Chairperson) 

 Mal Thomson 98543038 or 0428 543038  

 Mark Adams 98541051 or 0428 910853 

 Derek Curwen 98543012 or 0428 543012 

 Ken Drummond 98541033 or 0427 541033 

 Shane Greenslade 98542018 or 0428 542048 

 Steve Hall 98472001 or 0428 472001 

 Greg Mengler 98517212 or 0428 910914 

 Scott Smith 98477043 or 0429 466037 

 Jeff Stoney 98471011 or 0427 471011 

 Mark Slattery 98477054 or 0458 477053 

 Martin Wiehl 98541056 or 0447 197520 

 John Howard 98543004 or 0428 543004 

 Iain Mackie 98511350 or 0427 511350 

 Jeremy Lemon - Senior Development Officer DAFWA  98928413 

 Brent Pritchard - Agronomist Farmanco 0488 428333  

 John Blake - R&D Coordinator 0438 761950 

 Heather Adams - Executive Officer 0428 541051 

Some SCF happenings... 

Santorini plot in pasture trial at  
Iain Mackie’s 

Effective Barley leaf Rust disease control in 
trials at Wellstead 

Dale Sutton doing soil penetrometer 
measurements on Greg Mengler’s 
lime trial 


